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The characteristic scale of the Martian magnetosheath is less than the pick-up gyroradius of oxygen ions. This
leads to admissible differential motion of protons and heavies and a strong coupling between both ion fluids. 2D bi-
ion MHD simulations reveal many new interesting features in such Large Larmour Radius systems. The formation of
an ion-composition boundary, which separates both plasmas, and structuring of the transition from proton dominated
plasma of the solar wind origin to massive planetary plasma are the main features of the interaction. A comprehensive
multi-instrument study of Martian plasma environment and the comparison with theoretical modelling initiated in
the framework of the Visiting Science Programme of the International Space Science Institute (ISSI) in Bern
(Switzerland) gives confirmation that Mars interacts with the solar wind like a comet which has a outgassing rate
near to that of Grigg-Skjellerup. The results may also be relevant for small bodies which are surrounded by a neutral
gas atmosphere (icy moons, asteroids, Mercury).
1. Introduction
The transition from the supersonic solar wind to the mag-
netospheric obstacle occurs via a sequence of standing MHD
waves and discontinuities which accommodate all necessary
changes in the plasma flow and the magnetic field. The bow
shock, formed by fast magnetosound waves in front of an
obstacle, is needed to divert the supersonic flow. The in-
termediate Alfven wave is required to provide a rotational
transition from the draped interplanetary magnetic field to
the magnetospheric field configuration. A slow MHD wave
adjusts pressures outside and inside of the magnetosphere.
Unmagnetized planets give us another example of the mag-
netosheath that is free from complications produced by the
magnetic reconnection with an intrinsic planetary field. On
the other hand, the addition of a new ion planetary popula-
tion to a hydrogen magnetoplasma drastically modifies the
dispersion of hydromagnetic waves and may produce new
types of MHD discontinuities in the transition region. Re-
cently, bi-ion MHD simulations (Sauer et al., 1996c) have
demonstrated a bow shock “splitting” in bi-ion flows. A sec-
ond discontinuity is formed downstream of the bow shock.
It was assumed that the purpose of this “heavy ion discon-
tinuity” (HID) is to provide a diversion of a heavy ion flow
around the obstacle. To address the problem of HID’s gener-
ation in more detail 2D bi-ion MHD simulations of the solar
wind interaction with heavy ion sources were carried out.
Application of these results to Mars is given.
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2. Observations
The Phobos-2 observations near Mars provided some un-
expected findings about the magnetospheric boundaries
(Fig. 1). Boundaries were named on the basis of single in-
strument observations. Different terms were used to indicate
changes of plasma and field characteristics during the transi-
tion from the shocked solar wind toward the magnetosphere.
Recently, it was clarified that the magnetopause (MP), plan-
etopause (PP), and ion composition boundary (ICB) are col-
located and, probably, are the same (Dubinin et al., 1996a;
Trotignon et al., 1996). This boundary separates the mag-
netosheath from the boundary layer/plasma mantle filled by
slowly moving dense planetary plasma. The magnetosheath
is mainly populated by protons although planetary ions are
not restricted to the inner magnetosphere where they dom-
inate. Another boundary called “mass-loading boundary
(MLB)” (Lundin et al., 1991, 1993; Dubinin et al., 1997)
which is located in the magnetosheath between the bow shock
and ICB (MP, PP) remains a puzzle.
According to the definition of Lundin et al. (1991) the
MLB marks the inner border of regular magnetosheath flow
and outer limit of steady fluxes of planetary ions. Figure 2
clarifies the identification of boundaries. Figure 2 shows vari-
ations of n(H+)/n(O+) and v(O+)/v(H+) measured by the
ASPERA instrument in the outbound path of the spacecraft
on February 11, 1989. The spacecraft left the magnetosphere
at about 17:00 UT and was sliding in the magnetosheath.
The bow shock was crossed at 23:15 UT. In the outer mag-
netosheath (>20:30 UT), where the number density of O+
ions is small (∼2–4%), the vx component of the oxygen
bulk velocity exceeds the local proton speed, although we
can’t exclude a certain overestimation of the bulk velocity of
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Fig. 1. Scheme with the main Martian magnetospheric boundaries—bow shock (BS), mass-loading boundary (MLB) or heavy ion discontinuity (HID),
ion composition boundary (ICB) or planetopause (PP).
Fig. 2. Variations of n(H+)/n(O+) and v(O+)/v(H+) measured by the ASPERA instrument in the outbound part of the elliptical orbit on February 11,
1989. Positions of HID and ICB are shown by vertical lines.
heavies, evaluated from the onboard moment calculations,
due to a falling of some protons into the oxygen channel.
These “high speed” planetary ions were probably picked up
by the solar wind upstream of the bow shock, and then, un-
derwent a much smaller velocity jump at the bow shock as
compared with that of protons. Therefore, the outer magne-
tosheath may be considered as a region where a “regime of
test particles” is realized. A distinct transition is observed at
∼20:30 UT. The ratio of n(H+)/n(O+) drops at 2–3 times
because of an increase of n(O+). Then, both ion populations
begin to flow with the same speed. It is interesting to note,
that the transition occurs when the mass density of heavy
ions becomes comparable with the mass density of shocked
protons. In the central region of the magnetosheath, where
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Fig. 3. Variation of the plasma parameters (proton velocity, electron and proton density, magnetic field) in the magnetosheath measured by Phobos-2 on
March 2, 1989. A transition from proton dominated magnetosheath plasma to planetary plasma is seen from a splitting of the curves of the proton and
electron number densities. A step-like deceleration of the solar wind is observed (upper panel). Tentative positions of HID and ICB are indicated by thin
vertical lines.
the number density of heavies increases, protons outrun the
oxygen flow. Lundin et al. (1991) and Lundin and Dubinin
(1992) introduced the term “loaded regime” to emphasize
pickup to low velocities. The process was discussed as in-
ternal loading of the MHD dynamo propelled by a driver
solar wind plasma and resembles the momentum exchange
between two colliding bodies. The important feature of the
momentum exchange is that a differential streaming of both
species in the central magnetosheath occurs in an oscillating
manner indicating to the generation of bi-ion compressional
waves. This wave-like momentum exchange between ion
fluids is seen in the plot of the ratio v(O+)/v(H+). A “diver-
gence” of proton and heavy ion speeds is followed by their
“convergence” (v(O+)/v(H+) → 1), emphasizing the ten-
dency of the bi-ion streaming with equal velocities. Then, in
the inner part of the magnetosheath, with an enlargement in
the oxygen abundance, the differential speed of both species
increases and a new transition boundary appears. This ion
composition boundary is observed in the innermost region
of the magnetosheath where the number density of planetary
ions approaches the proton number density. The transition,
accompanied by a sharp decrease of the proton bulk speed,
occurs because planetary plasma becomes very dense and
takes the largest fraction of the momentum from the shocked
solar wind (“regime of overloading”).
Observations in the Martian magnetosheath give also ex-
amples for strong bi-ion MHD waves evolving to multiple
shocks. Figure 3 shows an example of variations of plasma
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Fig. 4. 2D distribution of the density of heavies and protons from bi-ion fluid simulations. The bottom panel gives the magnetic field strength. The right
column contains the cut made along the y-axis (x/L = −25). The positions of the discontinuities (BS, HID) are marked. The velocities are normalized
to the Alfven velocity. L is the proton skin length.
parameters in the magnetosheath. A transition from pro-
ton dominated magnetosheath plasma to planetary plasma is
clearly seen from a splitting of curves of proton and elec-
tron number densities. A step-like deceleration of the solar
wind is observed (upper panel). Magnetic field measure-
ments which were made with a better temporal resolution
show the presence of strong nonlinear waves in this region.
Another example of multiple shock-like structures is given
in the accompanying paper of Dubinin et al. (1998).
3. 2D Bi-ion MHD Simulations
In this paper we focus on the magnetosheath structure ad-
dressing the question whether the MLB is a real boundary
or a smooth transition from a “classical pickup” to a “loaded
pickup” mode occurs. To study a generation of a new dis-
continuity downstream the “proton bow shock”, when the
solar wind is loaded by a secondary ion population, the 2D
collisionless bi-ion fluid model which treats the protons and
heavy ions as separate fluids communicating each other only
by means of electromagnetic forces was used. The solar
wind interaction process at Mars is characterized by a di-
rect streaming of the solar wind through an extended neutral
corona (hot oxygen exosphere). Another population of plan-
etary ions forms an ionospheric obstacle. In contrast to the
Venus case, the Martian ionosphere is rather degenerated
and lies mainly below the interaction region. The important
feature of the Martian magnetosphere is that a characteris-
tic scale of the magnetosheath is comparable with the pro-
ton gyroradius and less then the pickup O+ gyroradius. In
such systems the relative streaming of different ion species is
admissible and bi-ion modified MHD gives a reasonable ap-
proach for the description of the gross dynamics of the system
(Harold and Hassam, 1994; Sauer et al., 1994, 1995).
For Mars, a superposition of two exponential profiles with
different scale lengths h1,2 (h1 = 2L , h2 = 10L , where
L is the proton inertial length, L = vA/p = c/ωp) was
taken to model both the thermal ionosphere and hot exo-
sphere (Ip, 1988). The typical value of L for the Martian
environment is about of 100 km. The strength qh = noνph
of the heavy ion source was chosen q1 = 0.1 cm−3s−1 and
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q2 = 0.01 cm−3s−1, where no is the neutral gas density
and νph is the photoionization rate (qh = q1 exp(−r/h1) +
q2 exp(−r/h2). Since the bi-ion fluid model has been de-
scribed in earlier papers (Sauer et al., 1994, 1995, 1997), we
present here only basic equations.
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Fig. 5. Cut through the box in Fig. 4 at x/L = 10: The panel shows a
gradual displacement of proton dominated plasma by planetary plasma
from bi-ion modelling. The positions of HID and ICB = PP (PP stands
here for protonopause indicating the terminal boundary of the proton flow,
according to Sauer et al., 1994, 1995).
The electron pressure Pe = nekTe is calculated for isothermal
conditions (Te = const), where the electron density follows
from the quasi-neutrality condition, ne = np + nh.
Figure 4 gives the 2D distribution of the heavy ion den-
sity nh, the proton number density np and the magnetic field
strength Btotal as result of the interaction of the solar wind
with the Martian exosphere/ionosphere. The Alfven Mach
number of the incoming flow is MA = 5. After pt ≈ 200
a nearly steady state is reached. A distinct, parabolic bow
shock is formed around the obstacle. A proton cavity in the
central part of the interaction region appears, where heavy ion
density increases (nh/np ≥ 10). Figure 5 shows a splitting
of the curves of proton and electron density, which indicates
the transition from a proton dominated plasma to planetary
plasma. Distances and velocities in these figures are respec-
tively normalized to the ion skin length L = c/ωp and to
the Alfven velocity of the proton fluid. Other parameters
are normalized to their upstream values. The comparison
with observations (Fig. 3) made near Mars gives a reason-
able agreement. The important feature is that the process of
replacement of protons by planetary ions is not a smooth,
but is accompanied with the formation of several ray-like
structures, well displayed in the Plate of the nh-distribution
(Fig. 4). The behavior of both ion species is given in Fig. 4(b)
which shows the cut made along the y axis (x = −25L). A
remarkable effect is a different behavior of ion populations
at the bow shock. Whereas protons are decelerated to sub-
Alfven velocities, the heavies are accelerated. Then, in the
Fig. 6. Distribution of the heavy ion density along the x-axis (y/L = 50) at
two subsequent moments of time (t = −1i ). Structures are travelling
downstream.
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Fig. 7. Spatial separation between the proton shock (BS) and the heavy ion discontinuity (HID): Results of 1D hybrid code simulations of solar wind
interaction with a cometary source (like Grigg-Skjellerup). The undisturbed magnetic field is in the z direction. Different from Fig. 4, the proton
parameters and the magnetic field are normalized to their undisturbed values. The Mach number is MA = 5.
magnetosheath, another sharp transition is observed (Heavy
Ion Discontinuity = HID). The decrease of velocity of heav-
ies is accompanied by an enhancement of their number den-
sity and a distinct change of the magnetic field. According
to our present understanding, the HID results from the large
relative velocity inside the proton shock (BS) between the
shocked protons and the flow of heavy ions which (due to
their larger mass) undergo only a weak deceleration by the BS
associated electric field (e.g. Motschmann et al., 1991). As
a consequence, a strong Lorentz force arises which leads to
deceleration and subsequent “shock” formation in the heavy
ion flow. Inside the HID, protons and heavies flow with
nearly the same velocity. The appearance of new substruc-
tures inside the HID (y/L ∼ ±20) is also seen.
Another interesting feature is the nonstationary behavior
of the observed rays. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the
heavy ion number density along the x-axis (y/L = 50) at
subsequent moments of time. Structures resemble nonlinear
MHD waves carried downstream by the plasma flow. This
indicates a dynamic process rather than a steady state pattern.
Structures are moving away and new ones arise again. Thus,
Fig. 4 should be thought of a snapshot picture of the interac-
tion process. To demonstrate unambiguously the appearance
of a “heavy ion” discontinuity downstream the proton bow
shock, Sauer et al. (1996c) have considered (instead of solar
wind massloading) the case of a pregiven bi-ion plasma flow
which interacts with an immobile ion cloud as the obstacle.
Whereas the protons are slowed down to sub-Alfven veloc-
ities, the heavies move with the undisturbed speed before
they undergo their shock-like transition. At this transition
the heavy ions are strongly deflected and bunched. Their
flow occurs in a narrow channel around the obstacle. As dis-
cussed above, the abrupt deceleration of the heavy ion flow is
believed to be caused by the Lorenz force which is associated
with a differential streaming of both ion flows. From these
studies, it is also concluded that multiple splitting, which is
clearly observed in 2D bi-ion MHD simulations under mass-
loading conditions, arises due to the continuous production of
heavy ions and the repeated occurrence of differential stream-
ing. Finally, it should be mentioned that HID formation was
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Fig. 8. Right column gives a spatial distribution of the heavy ion density, the proton number density and the magnetic field strength realized in the 2D bi-ion
MHD simulation of the solar wind interaction with a cometary source. Different from Fig. 7, the proton velocity is normalized by the Alfven velocity.
The bow shock (BS) and the heavy ion discontinuity (HID) are well seen. Multiple structures inside the HID arise due to a continuous production of
new heavy ions and a repeated occurrence of differential streaming. The left column contains the y variation (x/L = 70) of nh, np (dashed curve) and
ne (solid curve); the velocity of protons (vpx) and the magnetic field strength (Btotal). The bottom panel shows the ratio vhx/vpx. Oscillations in the
momentum exchange between protons and heavies are observed.
found as a characteristic feature in relevant kinetic hybrid
code simulations. An example is given in Fig. 7.
A periodicity in the process of the momentum exchange
between protons and heavies is also revealed in 2D bi-ion
MHD simulations. The plate of Fig. 8 depicts the distribu-
tion of the heavy ion density nh, the proton density np and
the magnetic field strength. The undisturbed magnetic field
was transverse to the simulation plane. Although the 1/r2
dependence of the source power, which is more appropriate
to the comet case, was used, the same features of the interac-
tion remain. The discontinuity (HID) downstream of the bow
shock, formed in the heavy ion flow, is clearly observed in the
distribution of the proton number density and the magnetic
field strength. The left column contains the cut through the
simulation box along the y-axis (x/L = 70). The position
of the bow shock (BS) and the HID are marked by thin lines.
The bottom panel gives the ratio of bulk speeds of heavies
and protons. In the outer magnetosheath, the speed of heav-
ies exceeds the proton speed. Then, near the HID, the relative
streaming of both ion species occurs in a periodical manner
with a decreasing amplitude of oscillations. Such behavior
of protons and heavies is similar to that was observed by the
Phobos-2 in the Martian magnetosheath (Fig. 2). The im-
portant difference, as compared with Mars and the previous
simulation run (Fig. 4) is an absence of the magnetic field
draping in the given 2D geometry (the magnetic field is ori-
ented perpendicular to the simulation plane). In the real 3D
configuration and in the simulations shown in Fig. 4, where
the magnetic field was in the xy-plane, draping is provided
by the transfer of some fraction of the momentum from the
shocked solar wind to the magnetic field, e.g. via a generation
of Alfven wings, and heavies are able to take less fraction of
the momentum from protons than for the case without drap-
ing. This leads to a gradual “splitting” of both flows and an
increase of the relative speed between ion species. Heavies
gain less velocity and protons begin to outrun heavies. Mea-
surements in the central Martian magnetosheath, where the
draping of the magnetic field occurs and oxygen abundance
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Fig. 9. Upper panel shows a set of multiple shocklets observed in the Martian magnetosheath. The lower one gives the value of determinant . The
condition  = 0 corresponds to a shock-like transition in the bi-ion plasma.
increases, confirms this scenario (Fig. 2).
This coupling in a multi-ion plasma leads to the appear-
ance of additional compressive wave modes and prompts
a question about multi-ion shocks. Indeed, Dubinin et al.
(1996b, 1997) have observed multiple shocklets in the Mar-
tian transition region. Similar stratification of plasma on al-
ternating strings with bunched flows of heavies is distinctly
observed in the 2D bi-ion MHD simulations. The idea of
new singular points in bi-ion plasma is natural and was al-
ready addressed (McKenzie et al., 1993). In contrast to the
usual proton-electron plasma in which this singularity oc-
curs when the proton bulk speed matches the “sound” speed,
in a bi-ion plasma critical or singularity points degenerate
to sound speeds of different ion species only in the extreme
cases when np  nh or nh  np. In the general case of ar-
bitrary abundance ratio, the motion of all three populations
(electrons, protons and heavies) becomes strongly coupled
and the singularity appears not for certain values of proton or
heavy ion bulk speeds but rather when their combination lies
in particular wave loci emphasizing the coupled nature of bi-
ion flow. The wave loci for the stationary one-dimensional
problem is determined from the condition that a determinant
 of the system of Eqs. (1)–(5) that describes spatial varia-
tions of plasma parameters equals to zero (McKenzie et al.,
1993). The problem is intimately linked with the conditions
under which stationary waves in bi-ion plasma may exist in
a laboratory frame relative to which protons and heavy ions
stream with different velocities. Considering the simplest
case of magnetized electrons and unmagnetized protons and
heavy ions (electrostatic approximation) which implies the
neglect of the (vp − vh) × B terms in the momentum equa-
tions (2) and (4), one gets the following dispersion relation
for bi-ion magnetoacoustic waves (Sauer et al., 1996a,b):
[(vph − vp)2 − c2Mp] · [(vph − vh)2 − c2Mh] = c2Mpc2Mh (6)
where vph = ω/k is the phase velocity, vp and vh are bulk



































, vAh = B
(μ0nhmh)1/2
(9)
are magnetosound, sound and Alfven speeds for protons and
heavies in a bi-ion plasma. (The excitation of low-frequency
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electromagnetic waves by an unmagnetized beam of heavy
ions in a plasma of magnetized electrons and protons is a
topic of separate papers by Baumga¨rtel et al. (1998) and
Sauer et al. (1998).)
Taking in Eq. (6) vph = 0, we have
 = [v2p − c2Mp] · [v2h − c2Mh] − c2Mpc2Mh. (10)
The condition  = 0 determines a shock-like transition in
a bi-ion plasma when stationary spatially continuous mass-
loading is no longer possible. The bottom panel of Fig. 9
shows the value of  evaluated from the plasma and the
magnetic field measurements made by the ASPERA and the
MAGMA instruments. Only “spectral” data of the ASPERA
were used to evaluate the parameters of H+ and O+ ions.
This procedure narrows the time interval of acceptable data
compared with onboard moment data, but permits to avoid
difficulties arising from a background level of the oxygen
channel (Dubinin et al., 1996a). Positive values of the deter-
minant  correspond to a “supersonic” flow. The position
of shocks indicated by arrows in the upper panel of Fig. 9 is
well recognized while the condition  = 0 is met.
4. Summary
1. The Martian magnetosheath is filled with compres-
sional MHD waves. An oscillating character of the momen-
tum exchange between protons and heavies is observed. A
periodicity of the process is caused by the action of Lorentz
force, related with a differential streaming of ion flows
(∼v × B), and pressure forces which either accelerates/
decelerates heavies/protons or decelerates/accelerates heav-
ies/protons. Observations in the Martian magnetosheath give
also examples for nonlinear bi-ion MHD waves evolving to
multiple shocks. Transition boundaries were observed in the
magnetosheath. The intermediate transition, which marks
the outer limit of steady flows of planetary ions, is consid-
ered as the heavy ion discontinuity (HID) whose purpose is to
accommodate all required changes in heavy ion flow around
the magnetosphere.
2. 2D bi-ion simulations show the existence of the inter-
mediate transition. This plasma boundary, called the HID,
resembles a shock-like transition for the heavy ion flow. A
bunching of heavy ion flow due to a differential motion of ions
is accompanied by a resonant excitation of multiple Mach-
like cones around the obstacle. This means that the transition
from the shocked solar wind dominated by protons to plan-
etary plasma occurs via a set of shock-like discontinuities.
These structures could be interpreted as multiple HIDs gen-
erated due to continuous production of newly created heavy
ions closer to the planetary/cometary obstacle and a repeated
differential ion streaming. As a result, the heavy ion flow
is deflected and bunched forming ray-like structures, often
observed near comets.
Although the presented results must be considered as pre-
liminary and a lot of unsolved questions remain, we hope
that they help in understanding of the origin of intermediate
transitions in the magnetosheath/cometosheath of nonmag-
netized planets/comets.
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